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Breaking
barriers
Criss-crossing the Cape Flats with only a bicycle, volunteer isiXhosa teacher Grant
Solomon reaches about 1 600 learners at seven primary schools, four libraries
and a crèche. Keenly aware of the role Afrikaans played in the Soweto uprising in
1976 (his date of birth) Solomon believes in promoting the learning of languages
as a way to erase divisions between people. See page 7. Photo: David Harrison
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Data update
or purge?
North West education department asks teachers to collect salary
cheques in person, writes Thabo Mohlala

I

n a last-ditch attempt to root
out the scourge of “ghost
teachers”, the North West education department has again
instructed teachers to fetch
their June salaries in person from the
nearest departmental office.
This is the second time North West
has tried to use this method to clean
up its payroll system.
Last year a similar move caused
widespread disruption of schooling
as many teachers had to travel considerable distances during school
hours to collect their cheques, which
were not always available.
The problem of fictitious teachers
has plagued other education departments. In 2006 the Gauteng education department was fleeced to the
tune of about R1-million by officials
using fraudulent identity documents
to create sham accounts into which
they siphoned off their loot.
North West education sources
said the provincial department was
forced to embark on a head-counting exercise on the national treasury’s insistence.
They said the treasury refused to
entertain a request from the province to hike its budget allocation
until the department purges bogus

Matter of fact
In the feature, Once upon a time,
published in the April edition of
the Teacher, storyteller Nomsa
Mdlalose was interviewed. She
was introduced as the head
of the Wits Writing Centre.
Mdlalose, who is based at the
Wits Writing Centre, is in fact an
equity scholar in residence under
the transformation office at the
university. the Teacher apologises
for the error.
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teachers from its payroll.
However, the department’s spokesperson, Charles Raseala, emphatically denied that the summons to
teachers to collect their money in
person was aimed at addressing the
problem of ghost teachers.
Raseala said the move was
designed to gather “fresh and clean
data” essential for “training, planning and smooth decision-making
processes”.
“If teacher data is not up to date,
it’s difficult to make a case when you
require money. We would have no
basis to back up our request,” said
Raseala.
Teacher trade unions and education commentators have warned
that the move could cause chaos and
disrupt June examinations.
They also expressed doubts about
the department’s ability to carry out
such a demanding exercise, given its
poor administrative capacity and
the sheer size of a largely rural province.
Brian Setswambung, general secretary of South African Democratic
Teachers’ Union in North West,
complained that the provincial
department had been underfunded
by national government for five

years because it had failed to resolve
the issue of ghost teachers.
The current staff verification exercise would not succeed, as it was
based on the model tried last year.
“Teachers were highly inconvenienced in that they had to travel
to regional offices. Some did not
receive their cheques in time, as a
result of which their debit orders
were left unpaid. I can assure you
the same problems will occur this
time around,” said Setswambung.
Raseala disputed this, saying that
in the four districts in the province
the department had identified 28
service points where teachers could
fetch their cheques.
Three days — June 17, 18 and 19
— had been set aside specifically for
payments.
In addition, the treasury had been
roped in to ask the banks to clear
cheques quickly.
A Democratic Alliance member
of the North West provincial legislature, Herman Groenewald, said
the problem of ghost teachers had
plagued the province since 1992
and was particularly severe in rural
areas.
At one point the department suffered a shortfall of R6-billion.

the Teacher recently hosted a group of editors and education
journalists from across the continent. The journalists from
Senegal, Burkina Faso, Madagascar, Nigeria, Uganda, Cape
Verde and Angola were all winners in the French, English and
Portuguese categories of the Akin Fatyoinbo African Education
Journalism Award. The award is presented by the Association for
the Development of Education in Africa (Adea) to promote the
quality of education reporting. Photographs: Tracy Lee-Stark

Artist too nude for the kids
Monako Dibetle
South African learners need to be
protected from the naked truth, it
seems. The department of education disclosed that it has removed
controversial “naked artist” Steven
Cohen from the visual arts curriculum’s prescribed list, saying his
works are “not suitable for school
learners”.
Performance artist Cohen was
removed from the list at the end of
the first school term this year.
Penny Vinjevold, the deputy director in the department of education, said
that a “convincing number” of parents
had lodged complaints about the
explicit nature
of Cohen’s art.
“After a school
complained
that Cohen’s
work was
not suitable
for learners the
department investigated
the matter and we agreed
with the complainants.
“We have also indicated
that teachers are at liberty
to choose the type of art they
wish to use in the classroom.
But they should check with
the learners’ parents first.”
The chief executive of the

Federation of Associations of Governing Bodies of South African
Schools, Paul Colditz, said children
should not be exposed to nudity.
“I am not an art expert and I won’t
comment about the relevance of
nude art in the school curriculum.
But from a moral point of view, no
parent would want their children to
be taught about nudity at school,”
Colditz said.
The exclusion of Cohen — regarded
as one of South Africa’s premier
living artists — sparked concern in
the visual arts fraternity.
His provocative performance
art has been showcased across the
world in the past 20 years.
Bronwyn Law-Viljoen
of David Krut Publishing, which published
Cohen’s most recent
works, argued
that Cohen “does
not do erotica”.
“His work is often
‘political’ in the
broadest sense … he
demonstrates a great
deal of concern about the society
in which he finds himself and his
work confronts some of the prejudices of that society.
“These include homophobia, but he
also addresses racism, xenophobia,
genocide and state repression.”
Law-Viljoen said she is certain schoolchildren could learn
from Cohen’s work, “just as

A video installation from Cohen’s Punk series (above) and a stage
performance of The Chandelier Project (left).
one might say that children will
learn something from looking at
a Picasso painting”.
What they take from his art
depends “on the context in which
they are viewing the work, the guidance they are given by their teachers and the knowledge of art they
already possess”.
Lené Lordan, national examiner
of art history at the Independent
Examination Board, argued that
it is imperative that students are
exposed to such art forms.
Lordan said learners are confronted by all forms of explicit
material and Cohen addresses

societal issues that are educationally sound to facilitate informed
engagement. Lordan said she
would rather teach Steven Cohen in
the classroom than have learners accessing explicit content from
magazines and other sources, that
lack meaning.
“I am not interested in making
moral judgements on Steven Cohen’s
work. Things like body art and body
piercing are very much a part of
today’s youth culture, she said.
Do you think Steven Cohen’s art
should be studied at school? SMS to
083 409 7430
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Breaking the
language barrier

South African learners underperform on
internationally benchmarked mathematics
tests. Besides our locally-published Numeracy,
Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy
textbooks and resources, Nasou Via Afrika
imports relevant resources to support you in
differentiating your learning programme to
accommodate the needs of your learners and
bring out the best in them.

Including Lower Achievers
in the Maths Lesson

A Cape Flats resident
aims to erase division
between the races one
word at a time, writes
Patrick Burnett

Suitable for Grades 1–7

Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4
Book 5
Book 6

A

lthough the xenophobic attacks
that swept through the country
recently were directed at foreign nationals — poor Africans
in particular — the violence
also focused attention on the deep divisions
between South Africans.
But one man is single-handedly tackling
these divisions, using language as a tool to
break down the barriers between isiXhosa and
Afrikaans-speaking communities in the Cape
Flats, Cape Town.
Grant Solomon (32) reaches about 1 600
learners through the isiXhosa classes he volunteers to teach at seven primary schools,
in five informal settlements, four libraries
and a crèche.
Criss-crossing the venues that make up
this network with only a bicycle for transport, he relies on donations from schools
that can afford to contribute. When that
fails, he sells chocolates and biltong on
trains to make ends meet.
Born on June 16 1976 — the day of the
Soweto uprising — Solomon said he learned
isiXhosa from standards six to 10 (grade seight to 10), although he maintains this was
just a foundation.
He said he had been “disturbed from an
early age” by people using racial words.
“What bothers me is that in our community people never used to get along [and]
the reason being we don’t understand one
another’s culture. That is why I decided to
use language as my ammunition to break
that down.”
Solomon started his volunteer classes in
2004 after approaching the principal of Lourier Primary in Retreat and asking how he
could help.
Since then he has expanded classes to
Hanover Park, Athlone, Heathfield, Steenberg, Philippi and Parkwood.
He has no matric or formal training, but
appears to be a consummate teacher.
At a class of grade four learners at Yeshua
Primary in Heathfield last week, he was
found putting a class of 15 learners through
their paces, throwing out words and phrases
while the children chanted their replies.
“Beautiful, wonderful,” he told them as he
patrols the aisles between the desks, taking the
learners rapidly through the verbs for study
(funda), write (bhala) and use (sebenzisa).
Solomon believes that government is not
doing enough to promote local languages
and wants it to recognise his project and
assess the work he does so that he can become
accredited.
He believes racial incidents in schools
can be fought by using language as a tool to
bring people together.
Government, he argues, is fighting the battle against racism in the wrong way.
“You can’t tell people to love one
another, you have to teach people to be
practical ... to show people how to love
another language.”
Although Afrikaans-speaking, he resists
being identified by race or language. When
travelling on the train he prefers not to speak
Afrikaans because he is embraced as a “bra”,
which isolates him from isiXhosa-speakers.

We can rise to
the challenge
together!

9781921454295
9781921085301
9781921085318
9781921454325
9781921454332
9781921454349

Stimulating and
manageable activities for
learners who need more
support to attain the
required maths
outcomes. Activities to
be done with adult
support and activities
for learners to work
independently are
provided, addressing
just those maths skills and
problem-solving approaches that often are the
underlying cause of learners falling behind.

Extension Maths for Primary Schools
Suitable for Grades 1–7

Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4
Book 5
Book 6

9781921454066
9781921454073
9781921085574
9781921085581
9781921454165
9781921454172

For learners who need to
be challenged and
extended
mathematically. Each
book contains between
18 and 40 worksheets
organised under maths
topics, plus assessment
worksheets for each
topic. There are
assessment checklists
for the teacher, and
answers are provided to all the worksheets.

Maths in the Fast Lane
Suitable for Senior Phase

9781875695881
Grant Solomon works in the seven primary schools, four libraries and a crèche
where he offers voluntary language lessons. Photograph: David Harrison
“I want everybody to feel at home. I don’t
want to be associated with a certain group
of people, but with everybody,” he said.
In terms of the South African Schools Act,
it is the school governing body’s duty to
declare the language medium of instruction
at a school.
In Afrikaans-speaking communities on
the Cape Flats, historically isiXhosa has
been relegated below English and Afrikaans, despite being one of three official
languages at schools in the Western Cape.
But Anne Schlebusch, a former coordinator of the language transformation plan in
the provincial education department, said
for the first time schools had been sent a full
curriculum and set of work programmes for
isiXhosa teaching.
“Our language transformation plan
encourages children to take up and have all
three languages of the province by the end
of grade nine,” she said.
Clive Kruger, headmaster of Lourier Primary, where Solomon started his classes,
said there is a need for isiXhosa teachers.
“We want to make learners aware that
English and Afrikaans are not the only
languages. Also when they leave school for

work the third language is very important.”
He said the reason isiXhosa was not being
taught related to a lack of resources.
“We need lots more support, every school
should have a third language,” he said.
On animosity between communities, he
said the issue had “reared its head” when
the classes first started.
“I hope it will disappear by the next generation and through time will work itself away, but
initially there was concern, with parents asking
‘why must my child learn that language?’”
But Kruger said through the lessons parents had gained an understanding as to why
it is so important for their children to learn
about another language and culture.
Solomon finds it difficult to articulate
the changes he sees in children who learn
isiXhosa, saying only that he believes their
attitudes change. But he does provide an
on-the-frontline demonstration.
“Should we hate isiXhosa-speaking people?” he asks his class.
“No,” they shout.
“Is there a difference?”
“No,” they roar.
He turns and shrugs his shoulders as if the
point is made. — West Cape News

Extension and
enrichment for the
learners who need
stretching while you are
supporting most other
learners in your class.
The book is designed
to provide greater
depth and
understanding, and
encourage mathematical
aptitude and interest, through investigations
and extension exercises, and developing the
relationships between maths topic areas.
If you are in Cape Town 14-17 June, come
and visit us at stand L8 at the Book Fair
and see our extensive mathematics,
science and technology ranges.
To order: sjoubert1@onthedot.co.za

Our nation’s education is our commitment
www.nasou-viaafrika.com
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We can rise to
the challenge
together!
South African learners underperform on
internationally benchmarked mathematics
tests. Besides our locally-published Numeracy,
Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy
textbooks and resources, Nasou Via Afrika
imports relevant resources to support you in
differentiating your learning programme to
accommodate the needs of your learners and
bring out the best in them.

The Primary Maths Handbook
(South African edition)
9780725334819
Assists learners and parents to understand
mathematical concepts. A strong focus on
Number, Measurement, and Space and Shape.
Also includes a concise dictionary of maths
terms.

The Maths Handbook
Suitable for Senior Phase
and FET

9781875695874
Mike Carr helps daughter Amy to take her fingerprints for safe storage. The kit (below) contains everything needed to ID a
child in case of emergency. Photographs Tracy Lee Stark

A kit that makes
a difference

Children’s safety is a growing concern in South Africa. Nosimilo Ndlovu
discovers a tool to fight back

W

hen Mike and Claire Carr’s
youngest children were
born, they became painfully aware of the growing
number of missing children in South Africa.
Eight hundred to 1 000 children go missing every year in South Africa, according to
the organisation, Missing Children South
Africa.
The Carrs have three children: Marki (22),
Matthew (4) and Amy (10 months).
Mike and Claire believed they not only
needed to protect their own children but
also to do something to help protect all children and to encourage parents to be proactive rather than reactive in the battle to
keep children safe.
When they started investigating the reality of missing children in South Africa, they
discovered that parents were so traumatised when reporting a missing child that
they were unable to provide authorities
with concise data that would enable the
police to be more efficient in their search.
This was despite the fact that the first
hours after a child goes missing are the
most critical for recovery. This is why a parent’s best assurance for the quick and safe
recovery of a missing child is to have a complete profile of the child on hand.
After much thought the couple decided
two years ago to start a business focusing
on child safety and arming parents with
tools to help them keep their children safe.
They developed a special kit with everything police might need to find a missing
child. “We do not have identity books for
our children until they are 16, so Claire and
I decided to assist South Africans in this
regard by designing the programme.
“Our system is effectively an ID book for
kids that records 10 fingerprints, DNA,
includes a photograph and full demographic information of a child’s data.
“The information is kept by parents as
added security. If their child goes missing,
they can hand the kit to the police at the
start of the investigation.

Maths concepts,
terminology, definitions,
symbols, theorems,
formulas, facts,
procedures, worked
examples – in one
easy-to-use reference book
that should always be to hand in the classroom
and while doing homework.

Mathematics Revision & Practice
Suitable for Senior Phase and FET remediation

Book 1 9781875695447
Book 2 9781875695454
Book 3 9781875695461
Book 4 9781875695478
Each book has revision
and homework for a full
year. Part One explains
concepts and skills,
followed by lots of
practice exercises. Part
Two has forty weekly
revision worksheets.
Answers are provided.

Maths Skills
(Workbooks for Mathematical
Literacy or Life Orientation)
Suitable for FET

These Workbooks help learners acquire the
essential numerate skills to enter the workforce
and to live independently. They are a valuable
resource for Mathematical Literacy, covering
maths topics such as number, measurement,
time, tables and graphs, two- and
three-dimensional geometry, within authentic
real-world contexts. Learners also get exposed
to important practical life skills.
“One minute can make all the difference.
If we are prepared with all the necessary
information to assist in the safe recovery
of our loved one, that makes us better parents,” Carr says.
After investigating different identification
models worldwide, the Carrs decided on a
link with Fingerprint America, as it has an
easy-to-use fingerprint manual.
“The ID data can be recorded easily with
no technological requirements such as electricity and computers.
“No electronic fingerprinting or digital photographs are needed; our system
requires only a pen and one printed photograph, which can be obtained at a low

Traumatised parents
might not be able to
remember details
such as their child’s
height, weight and
blood type, so the
kit is useful

cost. Everything else is supplied in the kit,”
Carr says.
Traumatised parents might not remember
details, such as their child’s height, weight,
and blood type, so the kit is useful.
Fingerprints never change and make
valuable investigative tools for law enforcement. Each person's DNA genetic make-up
is different and unique, making it a definitive means of identification for a child.
Carr says that recording and collecting
details for the kit should be done in the
safety of the child’s home with his or her
parents present. This gives parents a chance
to talk to their children about their safety in
a non-invasive way.
Schools can participate in this initiative
to keep South Africa’s children safe. The
first move is to arrange a visit from one of
the child safety specialists to the school.
The principal or the school governing body
can arrange to have pre-printed order
forms distributed to each parent and the
ID-a-Kid kits can be delivered for distribution. Schools can help parents to complete
the kits, which cost about R100 each.
For more information call 011 452 0769

9781876580858 Maths
Skills for Working
contents: Childcare •
Automotive industry •
Building trades • Sport
and recreation • Retail •
Manufacturing •
Hospitality • Running
your own business
9781876580841 Maths
Skills for Living
contents: Personal
skills • Household
skills • Managing
money • Managing
time • Apply your
skills • Numeracy skills
assessment • Resources and templates •
Crosswords and wordfinds
To order: sjoubert1@onthedot.co.za

Our nation’s education is our commitment
www.nasou-viaafrika.com
FARM054
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Innovative Teacher Awards 2008

Making a tool of technology
As we search for
this year’s winners
in the Microsoft
Innovative Teachers’
Awards, Thabo
Mohlala speaks to
a previous finalist
about innovation

B

elieving that the high
failure rate among
learners is caused by
poor preparation for
exams and a lack of
appropriate studying strategies,
Owen Buchanan felt obliged to step
in. He devised ICT-based learning techniques that assist learners
to prepare properly and deal with
exam fear and anxiety.
A teacher at Treverton College in
Mooi River in the KwaZulu-Natal
Midlands, Buchanan believes ICT
should be integrated in general
teaching methods and not used for
“pure ICT literacy”. “In my experience ICT people are often pushing
boundaries in the field, instead of
serving the interests of the children’s
general education,” says Buchanan.
He has 10 years’ experience in using
ICT as a teaching tool and recently
completed his master’s in information

Owen Buchanan believes in ‘working with what you have’
science at the University of Pretoria.
Buchanan believes in simplicity and
encourages “working with what you
have”, especially for teachers in disadvantaged schools. “It is more beneficial
for a learner to squeeze a bit more functionality from a simple word processor
than being exposed to myriad “sexy”
— and expensive — programmes and
gadgets that are custom-built to solve
a specific need,” he says.
Buchanan’s project, which was
chosen as one of the top 20 in the
2007 Innovative Teacher Awards, is
culled from a series of lessons for his
grade eight learners. The project aims
to empower learners to produce their
own content for tests and exams.
The lessons focus on four com-

ponents, which are merged into a
focused whole. These consolidate ICT
skills, teach different learning skills,
incorporate actual subject content
for exams and require learners to
gather, organise, analyse and evaluate
information.
The lessons can be adapted for different learning areas. For example,
using astronomy as a topic, a teacher
can teach a class not only the concepts, but also how to use MS Word’s
“autoshapes” and “text box” functions.
MS Word tables can be used during
history lessons to depict causes and
effects in a tabular form, for example,
the United States’s War of Independence, says Buchanan.
In English classes learners can

familiarise themselves with a function
called “outline view”. “This tool shows
the overall picture of the topic before
details are considered,” says Buchanan. “Using this learners can start at
the broadest overview and drill down
to details with the click of a button.”
Learners can also choose a maths
question and make a poster explaining how to solve it. It exposes them
to the use of diagrams, which “consolidates ICT vector-graphics skills
quite well”, Buchanan says.
Life orientation class can expose
learners to “visual sequential” or time
lines. Buchanan says: “My students
had been learning Old Testament history and I got them to contextualise
it by drawing a time line in Excel. It
necessitated using quite a lot of Excel
formating skills, giving them a visualsequential overview of the topic.”
Learning how to create an organisational chart is another area covered
by the program. Learners download
information from the internet, say,
about the descendants of Abraham,
and then create a family tree using
the “organisational chart” function,
says Buchanan.
Nothing gratifies Buchanan more
than seeing learners “who used to battle now leave my class with a sense
of purpose, feeling they are better
equipped to study for the tests and
examinations”.

How to enter
Microsoft, the provincial and
national departments of education,
SchoolNet and the Teacher are
looking for innovative teachers.
Being innovative means that a
teacher is doing something that is
new and ground-breaking. This may
mean using technology in an exciting
way or continuing to use technology
in interesting and evolving ways.
Teachers can participate
by submitting a PowerPoint
presentation describing their
innovation using the template
provided at: http://www.school.za/
itf/presentation_template.ppt
All entries must be received before
midnight on Monday, July 7 2008.
Entries can be submitted by emailing
geraldroos@hotmail.com or by
posting it to SchoolNet SA, PO Box
31493, Braamfontein 2017.
A teacher whose entry is judged to
be one of the 20 best received will be
invited to present his/her innovation
to judges in Johannesburg on
August 20 and 21 2008. At this event
finalists will be selected to attend
the Worldwide Innovative Teachers’
Awards in Bangkok, Thailand, in
October 2008. For more information
see: http://www.school.za/itf
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Proud to be a teacher

The eight winners of the department of education’s National Teaching Awards 2007.

T

Photographs: Andrzej Sawa

he National Teaching Awards (NTA) initiative

Nomination forms are currently being distributed to

had been conceptualized and launched in

district offices and schools. We like to encourage teachers

2000 and has become an annual event. The

to participate in the awards. More teachers participating in

Ministry of Education supported by the

the National Teaching Awards will ensure that teachers, who

provincial MECs for Education acknowledge and encourage

have committed themselves to the service of our learners

dedicated and caring teachers in their efforts to develop
each learner as a citizen of a democratic, non-racial and
non-sexist South Africa.
The National Teaching Awards celebrate the exceptional

and communities, are recognized and acknowledged.
The Department of Education encourages all teachers to
participate in the National Teaching Awards in 2008.

achievements of teachers who inspire young people to

By participating in the National Teaching Awards, teachers

achieve their best. Teachers are, no doubt, the life-blood

would reaffirm their commitment to the provision of quality

of any education system and deserve to be honoured for

education for all.

their commitment and hard work.
In 2008 the National Teaching Awards are in their ninth
year of implementation.

The Department of Education’s appreciation and thanks
goes to all the teachers for their dedicated service to the
Nation.

Distance Education Programmes
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Ours is the only University with the unique Open
Learning System that lets you structure your
studies to suit your personal circumstances.
So you decide when you are ready to write
exams.
As a student you will receive excellent support.
We are constantly in touch through sms, phone

The University of Pretoria
offers three distance education
programmes to teachers who
want to advance their careers:

and fax. We have annual contact sessions at
various centres throughout the country and have
more than 100 examination centres nationally.
There are no hidden costs in our fee structure.
Your programme fees cover learning materials,
textbooks, examination fees, stationery etc.
We also disburse student loans repayable in
very easy installments.
The University of Pretoria is a world-class
institution whose staff and students are often
honoured for their academic achievements.
Join this Faculty and you join the leaders in
education.



• ACE: Education Management
• ACE: Special Needs Education

All educators who would like to find out more about the University’s distance
programmes are invited to return this coupon to: PO Box 22041, Helderkruin,

• BEd (Hons) Education
Management, Law and Policy

Roodepoort, 1733 or fax it to (011) 768-1248.

For further enquiries, you are

We offer:

Title: ................ Initials: .................... Surname ........................................................

welcome to contact Andries Pelser at tel: (011) 760-3608 or cell: 073 232 3173
e-mail: edutel_upta@iafrica.com *www.edutel.co.za

Postal address: ...........................................................................................................

• Excellent student support

......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
Tel no: (work): ................................ (home) ...............................................................
(cell) .............................................................................................................................
Programme in which you are interested in receiving further information:

• Exam centres and contact
sessions throughout South
Africa

www.up.ac.za

......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................

The Teacher

• Fees covering all learning
material – no hidden costs

PHONE (011) 760 3608 or 073 232 3173
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Foundations for Learning

The value
of reading
In this first of a series on reading,
Dr Molefe Ralenala explains why
nurturing a love for reading is important

R

esearch has found that
many children in South
Africa come from disadvantaged communities with limited access
to reading materials and an oral
culture where book reading is
uncommon.
These factors together predict that
children will not get off to a good
start in literacy development. This
is a matter of concern to those children, their parents, teachers and the
community in general.
Reading process and school
Reading is a critical tool for the
mastery of other subjects and one of
the best predictors of how learners
will perform in the future. For this
reason reading must be considered
a priority area in efforts to improve
the quality of basic education, particularly for learners from disadvantaged backgrounds.
In the school context the word literacy means reading and writing on

a level that enables learners to function successfully according to their
age and class grade.
The close connection between
reading, writing, speaking and
listening are well understood to
incorporate all aspects of literate
behaviour. Children build on oral
language knowledge as they learn
to read and write; they develop a
key understanding about reading,
especially phonics through writing;
and they extend their writing range
through reading.
Learning to read is so important
that educationists and parents agree
that the success of a primary school
is judged by its learners’ proficiency
in reading.
Reading and language
Language is essential to learning.
Reading as a specialised form of language is not only a basic skill, it is an
indispensable tool for critical and
creative thinking. Reading allows
us to: make connections between

Reading is a critical tool for the mastery of other subjects and one of the best predictors of how learners
will perform in the future
our own and others’ experiences; to
inquire systematically into matters;
and to access, analyse and evaluate
information and arguments.
One of the main goals for providing children with different reading
experiences is to show them that
reading can be enjoyable and something they want to do on their own.
When they have success with specific texts, children often want to
repeat the experience and this leads
to favourable views on reading.
Modelling reading
Reading to children from infancy
has an effect on all the variables
of development whether the evidence of it is directly visible or not.
Research shows that teachers and
parents who read regularly to their
children convey positive attributes

to them. Parents act as role models
and can have a significant influence
on the child’s affinity for books and
leisure reading. Unfortunately, evidence, both anecdotal and recorded,
show that most parents do not read
to their children as often as they
should.
Children who are introduced to
books at an early age are more prone
to grasp the variances in phonics,
which in turn affects their language
skills and cognitive abilities.
Children’s familiarity with books
is learned from primary care givers.
Studies show that children’s familiarity with books is influenced by
their parents’ education level. The
higher the level of education, the
more likely a child might be exposed
to reading.
This cause and effect of reading on

language skills and cognitive abilities is cyclical, yet progressive in
nature. The more a child uses phonics to test out new words, the more
he or she reads. The more he or she
reads, the more is learned until the
child branches out and repeats the
cycle. This alone underscores the
critical importance of reading and
why it is not to be neglected in our
homes and in our classrooms.
The next article will look at different reading methods. This series
is in support of the department of
education’s Foundations for Learning Campaign, aimed at bolstering
learners’ literacy and numeracy
skills.
Dr Molefe Ralenala is the director
of children and youth literacy in the
department of education
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Comrades Marathon

Leading by example

I

have been a teacher at Laerskool Staatspresident CR Swart
in Middelburg since January
1981. I teach natural sciences
and life orientation to grade
seven learners. I also coach middledistance athletes, the under-10 rugby
teams and cross-country runners.
Our school has won the middle-distance athletics meeting for the past
two years and the cross-country league
four times in the past few years. I
would like to think that I played a part
in these successes by ploughing back
some of my own running experience.
Instead of preaching, I believe one
should set an example. I always tell the
learners that there is one golden rule if
you want to taste success — hard work.
This year I will run my 12th consecutive Comrades Marathon. I have
picked up all the different medals: one
bronze, eight silver and two gold.
But how does the Comrades Marathon relate to education? I believe in
many ways:
● The race is on or close to Youth
Day, June 16. This emphasises the
fact that the Comrades Marathon
Association (CMA) and the department of education try to encourage a
healthy lifestyle by promoting participation and not merely competition.
● Every year learners cheer runners

How many teachers take part
in the Comrades annually?
671
574

2004

568

2005

2006

601
518

2007

Graphic: J McCANN

Johan Oosthuizen, a teacher from Mpumalanga, runs his 12th Comrades year. He tells us about it

2008

Source: COMRADES MARATHON ASSOCIATION

Completing the
Comrades shows the
value of hard work, says
Johan Oosthuizen
along the route. This includes supporters from the Ethembeni School for the
Physically Disabled, who are present
when participants pass through the
Inchanga valley.
● The CMA has five official charities of which two, Starfish and the
Sport Trust, work closely within the
field of education to enrich the lives
of children.
● In the past few years the CMA
also donated 80 computers a year
to disadvantaged schools along the
Comrades route.
● Every year a number of schools

support the 48 refreshment tables
along the route and it is a part of
the race’s tradition to see the boys
from Kearsney College at the top of
Botha’s Hill.
● This year we even have one of
the teachers’ unions managing a
table at the famous Polly Shorts.
● There will also be a Youth Run
— 5km and 10km — on June 14 at the
Durban Beach Front. This is a great
way to introduce the sport, which has
a proven record of combating obesity
among the youth, to them.
What does it mean on a personal

level? Being one of the few professional
Comrades athletes that do not run full
time, I have to make a lot of sacrifices.
But with time management, planning
and goal setting anything is possible.
Co-founder of Nike, Bill Bowerman, once said: “If you have a body,
you are an athlete” thus anyone with
an ability or disability can run Comrades as long as you are mentally
strong and set on doing it.
I run seven days a week, 48 weeks a
year, a total of about 6 000km a year.
This is an average of 115km a week.
In my build-up towards Comrades

during April and May I run 200km a
week. I run twice a day — very early
and late afternoon. On Saturdays I
take part in races or run to wherever
we have a rugby game — sometimes
the school bus picks me up after a run
or drops me 50km from home to run
back. Some kids admire me, others
think I am crazy ... In short, if you want
to reach the pinnacle in sport it takes
guts, determination and commitment.
My message to aspirant participants
is to be cautious and start slowly. The
benefits from running cannot be overemphasised, the only danger is addiction. It is a wonderful means of stress
relief and, as the old saying goes, “a
healthy body keeps the spirit healthy”.
The Comrades defines me and I am
proud to be associated with the 80 000
people who completed this gruelling
race over the years. I can only thank
God for the privilege to be part of such
a magnificent event and pray that He
will allow me to taste victory some day.
Johan Oosthuizen is a teacher at
Laerskool Staatspresident CR Swart
in Middelburg, Mpumalanga. In
2006 his name was included in the
Guinness Book of Records after participating in a run in Nevada in the
US. This was because he ran three
marathons in three days

Department of Education
Public FET College Bursary Scheme
2009 BURSARIES
Enrol at a Public FET College for NC(V) Programmes and apply for a bursary.

F

rom 2007 the Department of Education introduced the FET Colleges Bursary
Scheme. R600 million has been made available over a three-year period.

Letaba FET College, 9015) 307 5440/4493

Through the bursary scheme the Department of Education provides access
to vocational education and training.

5725/5721

Orbit FET College, (014) 592 8461/2

Sekhukhune FET College, (013) 269 0278

Taletso FET College, (018) 381 7074

What is the Department of Education FET College Bursary Scheme?
The Department of Education FET College Bursary Scheme are funds made available
by government to assist students enrolled at FET Colleges for NC(V) programmes but
are unable to fund their studies.
How much money has been set aside for bursaries?

Mopani South East FET College, (015) 781

Vhembe FET College, (015) 516 4774/4783
Waterberg FET College, ((015) 491 8581
MPUMALANGA PROVINCE
Ehlanzeni FET College, 9013) 752 7105
Gert Sibande FET College, (017) 712 9040
Nkangala FET College, (013) 690 1430/3824
NORTHERN CAPE PROVINCE
Northern Cape Rural FET College,

You are eligible to apply if you are:
• A South African Citizen.
• Enrolled or intend to enrol for the NC(V) programmes at any of the 50
public FET Colleges in South Africa.
• In need of financial assistance
•

Able to demonstrate potential for academic success.

FET COLLEGES CONTACT DETAILS
EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE
Buffalo City FET College, (043) 704 9201
East Cape Midlands FET College, (041)
995 2000
Ikhala FET College, (045) 807 3024/5
Ingwe FET College, (039) 255 0346/1204
King Hintsa FET College, (047) 491 3722
King Sabatha Dalindyebo FET College,
(047) 491 536 0293/4
Lovedale FET College, (043) 642 1331
Port Elizabeth FET College, (041) 585
7771
FREE STATE PROVINCE

Sedibeng FET College, (016) 422 6645
South West FET College,
(011) 984 1260
Tshwane North FET College,
(012) 323 8623
Tshwane South FET College,
(012) 660 8581
Western FET College, (011) 693 3608
KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCE
Coastal FET College, (031) 905
7000/2595
Elangeni FET College, (031) 716 6700
Esayidi FET College, (039) 318 1433
Majuba FET College, (034) 326 4596/

Flavius Mareka FET College, (016) 976

4888

0815/0829

Mnambithi FET College, 9036) 638 3800

Goldfields FET College, (057) 395 1301

Mthashana FET College, (034) 980 1010

Maluti FET College, (058) 713 3048/6100

Thekwini FET College, 9031) 250 8400

Motheo FET College, (051) 409 3300

Umfolozi FET College, (035) 789 1101/

GAUTENG PROVINCE
Central Johannesburg FET College,
(011) 484 1388

(035) 902 9500
Umgungundlovu FET College,
(033) 341 2100
LIMPOPO PROVINCE

Ekurhuleni East FET College,
(011) 736 4400

Capricorn FET College,

Ekurhuleni West FET College,

(015) 297 8367/89

9011) 876 6958

Lephalale FET College, 9014) 763 2252/3

NORTH WEST PROVINCE

Vuselela FET College, (018) 462 5821/4255

WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE
Boland FET College, (021) 886 7111
College of Cape Town FET College,
(021) 687 9150
False Bay FET College, (021) 712 1080
NorthLink FET College, (021) 930 0957

(054) 331 3836

South Cape FET College, (044) 884 0359

Northern Cape Urban FET College,

West Coast FET College, (022) 482 1143

(053) 839 2000
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HIV/Aids

The father factor
Getting learners to
think about the role
of fathers can help
them make difficult
decisions, writes
Joan Dommisse

T

here is a part of the
brain — just above the
eyeballs — that lights up
if an image of a baby’s
face is flashed on to a
screen. This is according to a study
released earlier this year. Nothing happens if the picture on the
screen is that of an adult. Scientists
know it is not a conscious response
— it is too fast for that. But what is
an even bigger breakthrough is the
discovery that males react in the
same way as females to a picture of
a baby, whether they are fathers.
This strongly suggests that men are
wired to be good fathers.
Why then are there so many singleparent families in our society? Why
are there so many “missing fathers”?
Have we dismissed or underestimated the important role fathers
play in the lives of their children?
We explored the father factor
during a workshop at Queens High
School in Johannesburg. Twentyfour grade 11 learners participated.
Sitting in a circle, they introduced
themselves before speaking about
someone who had played a positive
role in their lives. A rapper, a boxer,
a rugby player and an author were
mentioned, but more often than not,
it was a parent who played a positive
role in their lives.
A number of learners spoke about
their home circumstances without a
father.
“My mother has played both roles
in my life. I don’t have a father.”
“My mother is working her butt off!”
“She is trying to get my school fees
up to date.”
“My pillar of strength [his grandmother].”
“Some nights she never used to eat
but she put food in our mouths.”
“I owe her everything.”
“Against all odds she was there for
me.”
But many learners paid tribute to
their fathers:
“I am his favourite because I am
the only girl in a family of boys. He
is the sweetest person, the nicest
person to speak to. I take him mostly
as my best friend.”

“I enjoy his company. He is supportive. I want to be like him. We
have our little chat in the morning at
5 o’clock — I am the only one awake
at that time! He doesn’t know I enjoy
it, but ja …”
“My father is as solid as a rock.”
The next two rounds were reserved
for the boys. We discussed two questions and, judging by their responses,
the questions below hit a nerve.
What is a real man?
• A real man has a special X factor.
You know this person is something.
• He has respect for a woman — he
will never lift a hand against a woman.
• He supports his family.
• Be yourself. Life is too short to
be someone else.
What kind of father would you like
to be and how do you see your future
role as a father?
• The way I treat my wife; my son
will treat his wife.
• I would like my children to speak
openly to me about things children
don’t usually speak to parents about.
• Have fun with my kid. He can
jump on my back but still respect me.
• Show direction to my children
— teach them not to take drugs.
• You may not be a president or
a scientist but you can still use your
talents and strengths to earn money
for your family.
• Save money for your children’s
university education.

The author chats
to learners (above)
during a recent
workshop focusing
on the role of
fathers (top).
Photos: Tracy Lee Stark

NEWSFLASH!

Last chance for Under 31 year olds to
get the UK Working Holiday Visa!
Soon South Africans under the age of 31,
will not be able to obtain a Working
Holiday Visa. If you want to teach in the
UK, this is your last chance.
All applicants must have:
• A 4 year teaching qualification
• Excellent spoken English
Call us now on: (021) 701 7881
or email: southafrica@timeplan.net
www.timeplan.com

One boy broke out of the mould
and threw out a challenge to the others: “What if you find out now your
girlfriend is pregnant with your child?
Are you going to abandon her? Tell
her to go get an abortion. Even though
I’m immature I’ll do my utmost best
in every way for the child.”
This scenario forced each boy
to consider whether he could be a
responsible father even under the
most difficult of circumstances.
At this point girls and boys formed
two separate groups. One representative in each group reported back.
They were asked to think about the
role of a man and a woman in a longterm relationship or a marriage.
Girls and boys echoed each other
in one respect when we got together
again: “Don’t forget about your wife
— you had kids because you love
each other.”
“Men must learn to appreciate
their women and put family first.”
One girl pointed out that the role
of the man was no longer the head of
the family or sole provider. A longterm relationship was a partnership.
Often a woman earned more than a
man. She brought the house down
with the following impassioned
statement: “We are in this together.
That’s why I’m made from your rib
— not your toe.”
Stephan B Poulter, writer of The
Father Factor and Father your Son,
opens our eyes to the huge impact a
father has on a child’s life, whether
he is the ultimate “compassionatementor” type father or the “missing
father”.
I emphasised a few things. One of
them was the relationship between
an absent father and violence.
According to Poulter “abandonment breeds resentment in a child,
which leads to anger and rage”. He
says: “It is interesting to note that
the common denominator for violent
gangs is fatherlessness.”
We glanced at a few newspaper articles that verified this statement. In
one article Mike Tyson describes himself as “a violent person, almost an ani-

mal”. For all his fame he is a pitiable
wreck of a human being. His father
was a drunkard who abandoned him
when he was a baby. Newspapers
reported violence in our schools and
court cases where learners had been
stabbed to death. We learned that
girl gangs have emerged and learners carry weapons at school. Could
some of this violence be the result of
fatherlessness?
A child of a missing father experiences grief — as if that father were
dead. One girl spoke about the sense
of loss and abandonment she experiences. Tears were streaming down
her face as she spoke. “A father will
hold you when you need him to. He
will be your best friend. You feel as if
you are dying inside …”
My overall plan for the workshop
was to allow them to step into the
future. I wanted them to realise that
we can have some control over the
future and avert catastrophes that
seem to come from nowhere, such
as HIV infection or an unwanted
baby. Teenagers live in the present
and this puts them at risk. Also
technology catapults them into a
new information age that bulldozes
innocence out of the way and offers
new freedom to experiment with sex
and drugs.
We cannot turn the clock back. But
we can try to avert the “car smash”
that lies in wait for many teenagers
by shifting their perspective from the
present to encompass the future. I
wish the quotation below was a poster
on every teenager’s bedroom wall:
“The only way to predict the future is
to have power to shape the future”.
Watch Joan Dommisse on Wednesdays on Learning Channel’s Teacher
Time on SABC1 at 11.30am

In partnership with :
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Father’s Day

Highlighting
family values
Teachers should use this as an opportunity to go back to basics
Joseph Sitzer

T

he celebration of Father’s
Day on the global calendar recognises the role of
the father in the family.
Father’s Day also provides teachers a chance to focus on
family values and the life orientation national curriculum statement
creates the space for educators to
plan innovative lessons for learners in various grades about the role
of fathers within our families. In
fact teachers should not be afraid to
adapt their work schedules to incorporate real-life situations and events
such as Father’s Day.
Be mindful, however, that South
Africa is a country of diverse cultures and that children are raised
within their particular culture,
which consist of norms and rituals
that need to be respected and valued. The life orientation curriculum
teaches learners about diversity so
that they can better understand the
sociology of South Africa. In this way
real-life scenarios — such as Father’s
Day — also allow for learning about
other cultures.
As you bring fathers into the classroom, start by encouraging learners
to speak about their parents, who are
the immediate role models of children. You can focus on the father as
a role model. However, this could be
tricky. In some instances there might
be learners who do not have fathers
in their family situation, such as
single- mother families or children
whose fathers are not really good
role models.
Single-mother families — how
do children celebrate Father’s Day
without the father figure at home?
This is a difficult situation, but children should know and be taught
that all of them have fathers. Some
of the emphasised values should
include:
• Respect your father/guardian;
• Acknowledge your father/
guardian;

• Be obedient towards your
father/guardian;
• Be faithful towards your father/
guardian; and
• Learn to trust your father/
guardian.
Families with poor father role
models — many children might
have fathers who are not good role
models. Such children normally
experience a tremendously adverse
family life. Not only are children at
risk of following in the footsteps
of their poor fathering role model,
but they could become rebellious
towards their parents and society
later in life.
Such children should be exposed to:
• The difference between good
and bad role models;
• How to make informed decisions in right and wrong situations;
• How to deal with conflict situations; and
• Basic problem-solving skills.
Father’s Day in different grades.

Foundation Phase
(Grade one to three): use the storytelling in your life skills learning
programme to design your lesson
for Father’s Day. Choose a story
about the role of a father. Children
could then learn about the positive
values that fathers bring to the family. Make sure that children understand the story.
Children can be asked to write a
message to their father or a person
who acts as the father. This can be
done in a creative way, such as post
cards, Father’s Day cards, letters or
by making little gifts.
By using the storytelling method,
teachers use the third-person
approach to create a safe environment for children to respond to
Father’s Day, especially those learners who do not have a father figure
at home or whose fathers are poor
role models.
Teachers can incorporate this into
their life skills learning programme.
For example:

Grade one
Teachers can use the Life Orientation Learning Outcome Two and the
assessment standard that focuses on
“the relationship with members of
the family, extended family, school
and broader community” to build a
fantastic lesson on Father’s Day.

Grade two
Teachers can use Life Orientation
Learning Outcome Three and assessment standard three that deals with
emotions; and assessment standard
four that deals with behaviour in
conflict situations to design a lesson that could help learners whose
fathers are not good role models.

Grade three
Teachers can use Life Orientation Learning Outcome Three and
assessment standard three that
deals with assertiveness and teaches
learners to stand up for themselves,
while showing respect and gratitude to their fathers. They can use
a variety of strategies to show love
and respect for their fathers. The
key point is to teach learners not to
be afraid to show their respect and
love for their parents. This can be an
excellent way to teach assertiveness.

Intermediate
Phase

Using the life orientation programme, teachers can use Father’s Day to
to build and instil good family values in their learners. Photo: Paul Botes

(Grade four to six). Grade four
learners can compare the relationship between elders and children
in a variety of situations in different cultural contexts (as outlined in
the national curriculum statement
for Life Orientation Learning Outcome Two and assessment standard three). Learners can examine
the basic values that are necessary
in a child-parent relationship. Values such as respect, obedience, love
and trust can be taught. An interesting task for learners can be to make
a concerted effort to demonstrate
these values to their fathers on

Father’s Day.
Grade five learners can use
Father’s Day to express their emotions by showing respect and compassion for their fathers (Life Orientation Learning Outcome Three
and assessment standard three,
which deals with coping with a
range of emotions).
• Grade six learners can discuss
and evaluate the significance of
nation-building within the context
of family values (national curriculum statement for Life Orientation
Learning Outcome Two and assessment standard two). A healthy

family life is the key to a healthy
nation. By building good family
values teachers also indirectly help
to build a good nation. Therefore,
teachers can use Father’s Day to
talk about fundamental family values that indirectly contribute to
nation building.
Good luck with your lessons!
Happy Father’s Day.
Joseph Sitzer is a senior curriculum adviser for life orientation in
the West Coast Winelands district
of the Western Cape education
department

The Department of Science and Technology (DST), will address
the science and technology skills shortage at INSITE 2008 – the
International Science, Innovation and Technology Exhibition,
which takes place from 15 to 17 September 2008, at the Sandton
Convention Centre.
INSITE is South Africa’s premier science and technology exhibition providing an international marketplace for showcasing
innovative science and technology solutions to some of the
world’s most pressing social and economic challenges.
For information on exhibiting at INSITE 2008, contact Jo
Melville, at jom@exhibitafrica.co.za or Kristin Klose, at
kristin.klose@dst.gov.za .
Brought to you by:
15 - 17 SEPTEMBER
SANDTON CONVENTION CENTRE

To pre-register as a visitor, go to
www.insitex.co.za
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Travel

Oyster
route
Sharon van Wyk stops at Knysna and
lingers long enough to sample the festival
The Oyster Festival takes place in Knysna

I

t’s one of the jewels of South
Africa’s Garden Route, it
offers a multitude of activities and is famous for its oysters ... There’s no doubting
Knysna’s list of accomplishments.
Or its pulling power for both international and local visitors.
For a start its location is unique,
situated between coastal forests
and a beautiful estuarine lagoon
that meets the sea between two
towering cliffs of sandstone — the
Knysna Heads.
The Knysna lagoon is the largest
estuary of its kind in the southern
Cape and is rich in plant, marine
and bird life. This is the home of the
Knysna seahorse, a rare creature

only found in this lagoon. Nicknamed the “chameleon of the estuary” because of its ability to change
colour, as well as being able to move
its eyes independently in its search
for prey, the Knysna seahorse is a
fitting mascot for this colourful seaside town.
The coast around Knysna offers
visitors endless opportunities to
explore its natural beauty. Neighbouring towns such as Brentonon-Sea, Buffalo Bay, Bollard Bay
on Leisure Isle and the beach and
estuary at Noetzie are prime spots
for walking, swimming, fishing,
surfing, boardsailing, beach games
or lazy sunbathing.
But it is perhaps the magnificent
southern Cape forests, themselves
one of South Africa’s greatest natural heritages, which help to make
Knysna truly special.
Part of the overflow of the worldrenowned Tsitsikamma National

Park, the forests surround the
town, offering visitors the chance
to explore their narrow pathways,
often intersected by clear streams
that meander silently through the
cool undergrowth.
This haven of peace and tranquillity is home to massive Outeniqua
yellowwoods (some estimated to be
more than 800 years old), and was
once the home of huge herds of forest elephant.
The Knysna forest covers an area
of about 80 000ha and, besides the
yellowwood, contains a huge variety
of fauna and flora. The forest is also
home to an area of fynbos — evergreen heath-type shrubland, which
contributes an amazing 8 000 species
to the fynbos floral kingdom.
Knysna itself is packed with things
to do, with some marvelous restaurants, excellent shopping and great
accommodation options.
And next month sees it celebrate

its 25th annual Oyster Festival.
From July 4 to 13 the town will be
host to a jam-packed programme of
sport, entertainment and more than
200 000 oysters.
The tasty molluscs, which have
helped put the town on the map,
will be the stars of the show at
“hotspots” throughout the town
— locations sponsored by chilli
sauce-maker Tabasco in and around
Knysna where visitors can enjoy the
local delicacy prepared in more than
30 different ways.
Included in the festival is the Oyster and Wine Mardi Gras, a celebration of cooked oysters and wine and
the popular oyster eating and oyster
opening (shucking) competitions.
For the more energetic there are
cycling tours and marathons, as well
as bowls, soccer, golf, basketball and
adventure activities.
The Oyster Festival is not just
about partying, with many of the

events hosted by the locals with the
aim of raising important funds for a
variety of charities.
In 1984 the South African Navy
became involved in the festival,
with the then chief of the navy, ViceAdmiral AP Putter visiting the town
with a minesweeper and crew.
In 1988 the freedom of entry into
the municipality of Knysna was
conferred on the navy and this year
the tradition continues, with a visit
to the festival by two minesweepers, which will be berthed at Thesen
Island Jetty.
The first Oyster Festival took place
in 1983 and was the brainchild of
the late Dick Ginsberg, a local businessman. The purpose of the festival
is to attract people to Knysna during
the quiet winter period.
But whether you choose to visit
Knysna during the festival, or in
quieter times, it is the perfect base
from which to explore the rest of the
Garden Route.

The lowdown
Where to stay: Try Lightleys
Holiday Houseboats for size.
They offer a range of “floating
caravan” type houseboats sleeping
either two, four or six. You just
need groceries, clothing, cleaning
materials and towels – they supply
the rest. Rates start at R895 a
night in the low season (May to
September) excluding Oyster
Festival time. For more info go to
www.houseboats.co.za
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ebm^kZ\rZg]\hfinm^kldbeelh_e^Zkg^kl4
Zg]`kZgm[nklZkb^lmhng]^k`kZ]nZm^
\hff^k\^lmn]^gml'
:ehg`&m^kfiZkmg^klabi_hkebm^kZ\r
BgZg^__hkmmhbfikho^ebm^kZ\r
]^o^ehif^gm%ma^G^][ZgdK^Z]Zmahg
Zbflmhikhfhm^k^Z]bg`Zg]pkbmbg`
ldbeelmh]^o^ehiZ\nemnk^h_k^Z]bg`'Bm
ik^l^gml^]n\ZmhkmkZbgbg`ikh`kZff^lZg]
]blmkb[nm^lk^Z]bg`fZm^kbZemhfhk^maZg
+/)))l\ahhel%,,))))^]n\ZmhklZg]
fhk^maZg*,fbeebhge^Zkg^klgZmbhgpb]^'

purpleberry 0508/4530

;kb]`bg`ma^]b`bmZe]bob]^
G^][ZgdaZliZkmg^k^]pbma:]oZg\^]
Fb\kh=^lb`gl!:F="mh]^iehrZg^p
`^g^kZmbhgh_\hfinm^ke^Zkgbg`eZ[lZm
ng]^kl^ko^]l\ahhel'Ma^eZ[lZk^ngbjn^
bgmaZmma^rZk^Bgm^kg^m^gZ[e^]Zg]_neer
^jnbii^]pbma\hfiZ\m%l^Ze^]%nemkZ&ehp
ihp^kBMaZk]pZk^maZmblab`aerlnbm^]mh
knkZeZiieb\Zmbhgl'
Mhi3Mhf;hZk]fZg!<ab^_>q^\nmbo^3G^][Zgd@khni"
laZk^lma^chrh_k^Z]bg`pbmaZ`khnih_e^Zkg^kl'
:[ho^3:e^Zkg^kahe]lnihg^h_ma^bgghoZmbo^aZk]
]kbo^lnl^]bgma^G^][Zgd(:F=e^Zkgbg`eZ[l'

Mh]Zm^%Ëo^l\ahhelaZo^[^^g^jnbii^]
pbmaE^Zkgbg`EZ[lpa^k^ZgZefhlm
*))nimbf^aZl[^^gk^\hk]^]%\hnie^]
pbmaihlbmbo^_^^][Z\d_khfe^Zkg^kl
Zg]^]n\Zmhkl'

:]]k^llbg`ZgZmbhgZebfi^kZmbo^
BgZg^__hkmmhbfikho^e^Zkg^klÃ
i^k_hkfZg\^bgfZmalZg]l\b^g\^%
G^][Zgdbgo^lmlbgZgnf[^kh_
bgm^ko^gmbhglZbf^]Zml\ahhel%^]n\Zmhkl
Zg]e^Zkg^kl'Makhn`abmlhg`hbg`
lniihkm_hkma^gZmbhgZeFZmal<^gmk^_hk
Ikh_^llbhgZeM^Z\a^kl%ma^I^gkrgMknlm
Zg]ma^G^elhgFZg]^eZNgbo^klbmrMknlm
bgma^>Zlm^kg<Zi^%G^][Zgdbla^eibg`mh
bfikho^ma^m^Z\abg`ldbeel
h_^]n\Zmhkl'
Bmlm^g&r^ZklniihkmZg]hnmk^Z\a
ikh`kZff^bg:e^qZg]kZmhpglabiZelh
bg\en]^lZgbgbmbZmbo^maZmikhob]^l^qmkZ
fZmalZg]l\b^g\^mnbmbhgmh`kZ]^**Zg]
*+e^Zkg^kl'
Ikhob]bg`Zahf^_hke^Zkgbg`
G^][ZgdblZ]]k^llbg`ma^g^^]_hk[Zlb\
bg_kZlmkn\mnkZe]^o^ehif^gmmakhn`abml
knkZel\ahhel]^o^ehif^gmikh`kZff^'Bg
lhf^Zk^ZlbmaZlni`kZ]^]^qblmbg`l\ahhel%
pabe^bghma^klbmaZliZkmg^k^]pbmama^
k^e^oZgmikhobg\bZe>]n\Zmbhg=^iZkmf^gml
mh[nbe]g^pl\ahhel'

ÂBgiZkmb\neZk%^__hkmlmhbg\k^Zl^
^fiehrf^gmh_rhng`i^hie^
aZo^mh[^bgm^glbË^]Zg]ldbeel
]^o^ehif^gm[^mm^k_h\nl^]'Ã
Mk^ohkFZgnZe%+))1[n]`^mli^^\a
Bgo^lmbg`bgL:Ãl_nmnk^
Ma^G^][Zgd;nklZkrIkh`kZff^bl
]^lb`g^]mhZllblmfhk^maZg,))ng]^k&
`kZ]nZm^lmn]^gmlZggnZeer'Bmikhob]^l
ËgZg\bZeZllblmZg\^mhlmn]^gmlng]^kmZdbg`
;&]^`k^^lbgma^Ë^e]lh_;nlbg^llL\b^g\^
Zg]<hff^k\^%pbmaZg^fiaZlblhg
ln[c^\mlln\aZl:\\hngmbg`L\b^g\^%
LmZmblmb\l%>\hghfb\l%?bgZg\^Zg]:\mnZkbZe
L\b^g\^'MablmZe^gmihheblma^gbgm^`kZm^][r
G^][Zgdbgmhma^Lhnma:_kb\Zgphkd_hk\^'
>]n\Zmbg`[^rhg]ma^\eZllkhhf
G^][Zgdbgo^lmlbgmph]^o^ehif^gm
\^gmk^lmaZmh__^kZ\\k^]bm^]mkZbgbg`
\hnkl^l_hkhnm&h_&l\ahhe%hnm&h_&
phkdrhnma'Ma^\^gmk^likhfhm^l^e_&
^fiehrf^gmZg]^gmk^ik^g^nklabiZlobZ[e^
f^Zglh_`^g^kZmbg`bg\hf^%manl^glnkbg`
maZmrhnmaZk^Z[e^mhieZrZf^Zgbg`_ne
khe^bgma^^\hghfrZl[nlbg^llhpg^klZg]
_nmnk^^fiehr^kl'
BmblbgmablZg]Zeebmlhma^k^]n\ZmbhgZeer&
_h\nl^]<LBbgbmbZmbo^lmaZmG^][Zgdlmkbo^l
mh\hgmbgn^`khpbg`L:Ãl^\hghfr%^__^\mbo^er
\hgmkb[nmbg`mhZlmkhg`%l^e_&ln_Ë\b^gmgZmbhg'
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From learner to blogger
Learners don’t like
keeping journals,
so just make them
blogs instead, says
Andrew Moore

B

logs, blogs, blogs! The
term has been getting
a lot of attention lately.
Everywhere you go
people try to get you to
look at their blog. I must confess
I loved the recent TV advert where
an “internetless” person misunderstands her suitor’s intentions when
he asks her to take a peep at his blog.
Slaps ensue.
Blogs are supposedly very hip, very
in, very Web 2.0 at the moment and
if you want to be where it’s happening on the internet you have to have
one or at least subscribe to someone else’s. Maybe, as educators, we
should consider if this technology
can support teaching and learning.
We teachers have been harnessing
hip and cool things for decades to
try to make our subjects relevant
and engaging to a younger audience.

A lot of young people are communicating online. Photo: Lisa Skinner
We teach some of the history syllabus as if they are part of a film studies course, maths now embraces the
calculator, once considered the tool
of lazy youth, and so on. So can we
harness blogs as part of our teaching arsenal?
Well, yes, is the easy answer. A
blog is no more than an online interactive journal where a blogger’s
public thoughts are put on display
with an invitation for others to comment. The more interesting the blogger, the more web traffic it attracts.
When film director Peter Jackson

was working on the remake of King
Kong he kept a daily blog. Film buffs
and fans flocked to it for the lowdown on the daily frustrations of
making a blockbuster — as well as
for a good dose of skinner about the
film’s stars.
But let’s face it, neither you nor I
are a Peter Jackson or a busty starlet. No kid is going to flock to a blog
on the finer points of teaching English grammar. We need to reinvent
the use of the technology if we want
it to work for us.
Outcomes-based education posits

Check whether you
have what it takes
to be a teacher
Love for children
An ethos of care

Respect and appreciate human
diversity and dignity

Responsive to the needs of communities
Enthusiasm for the subject you teach
A passion for knowledge
Strong leadership qualities
Good listening skills
A nurturing attitude
A galaxy of bright

ideas

Excellent communication skills

Patience and compassion
An organized approach

the responsibility for learning with
the learners. They are supposed to
acquire self-reflective skills that help
them understand what it is they still
need to learn to gain proficiency. As
facilitators of this learning process
we try to make them keep journals
for assignments, always unpopular
with the learners, and even allocate
marks for this activity to motivate
them. One criticism is that learners
write up their journal entries but do
not spend the time to interrogate
the content of their entries.
This might be a good time to
bring on the blogs. Blogs are online
public journals where others have
an opportunity to comment. Let’s
make learners the bloggers and
their critical classmates can help
them to focus on what they write by
offering suggestions and solutions.
The teacher can be the moderator, but most of the discussion will
be between peers. This means that
bloggers will be a bit more vigilant
in making themselves clear if they
know others will read the entries. It
will still be necessary for the teacher

What was a tedious
exercise has been
transformed into a
fun experience

to devise a set of open questions for
the bloggers to respond to so that
learning issues will be tackled by
the class. It might also be necessary
to divide the class up into “critical
friend” groups to ensure that everyone gets some comments on his or
her blog.
The bottom line, of course, is that
what was a tedious exercise in journal writing will be transformed into
a fun learning-about-learning experience using blogs.
Thutong, the national education
portal at www.thutong.org.za, also
uses blogs within its subject learning spaces. It is identifying educators who have some insight to share
on teaching each subject to be featured bloggers. It’s worth taking a
look at how it is deploying blogging
technology.
Happy blogging.
Andrew Moore is a former teacher.
He also has an MEd degree in
computer-assisted education from
the University of Pretoria. At
present he works for Neil Butcher
and Associates (NBA), an education
technology consulting company
that offers services in the areas of
capacity building, database design,
education materials development
and research into education and
technology.

A TEACHER AFFECTS ETERNITY; HE/SHE CAN NEVER TELL
WHERE HIS/HER INFLUENCE STOPS ~ Henry Brooks Adams

Join the Faculty of Education at UJ – an engaged,
caring and dynamic Faculty that pursues excellence
in Teaching, Research and Community Service.
THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION INVITES MATRICULANTS
TO APPLY FOR THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMMES:
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• BEd Further Education and Training School Phase
(Grades 10-12)
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Tel: 011 559 2668 • E-mail: venessad@uj.ac.za
CONTACT US TODAY AND SECURE YOUR FUTURE!
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application form from: www.uj.ac.za/edu
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Gripping page-turners
Daniel Opperman reviews two novels about the harsh realities faced by millions of South Africa’s young people

WRITTEN IN WATER by Becky Apteker
(Maskew Miller Longman) R74,95

S

et in Hillbrow, a notorious suburb in central
Johannesburg where
crime is rife and many
people live in squalor,
Written in Water is about survival.
Noel is an intelligent teenager
who, since the death of his mother,
lives alone with his older brother,
Lucas, in a rundown flat and they
often go hungry.
The situation goes from bad to
worse when Lucas shows the same
symptoms of disease as his mother.
It is clear that there is little chance
that Noel will be able to escape his
circumstances.
But his best friend, Siphamandla, also an orphan, convinces Noel
to attend school by hinting at free
food being handed out. There the
boys are introduced to Colleen, a
volunteer bereavement counsellor
who helps children who have lost
their parents. She has a significant
influence on Noel’s life.
However, because of the burden
of Lucas’s ill health, Noel is often
unable to attend school. On the day
his teacher, Mrs Mnunge, enters
some of his classmates into a competition in which the prize is a full
scholarship at an excellent private
school, Noel is absent.
But all hope is not lost.
One day Noel receives a gift that
has a dramatic impact on his life. This
helps him to write an exceptional essay
during his exam. Mrs Mnunge realises
that it has the potential to win the
scholarship and the essay could herald
an entirely different direction for Noel.
Becky Apteker draws one into the
world of Noel, Lucas, their friends
and family members. She manages
to convey the reality of the hardships many young people in South
Africa face — the death of parents,
abject poverty, illness and hunger.
But, despite such horrors, the young

friends also share some good times.
Written in Water is a moving read
and undoubtedly a relevant book in
this day and age.

THE BOY WITH THE GUITAR by
Mabonchi Goodwill Motimele
(Maskew Miller Longman) R69,95
This youth novel starts with the
character Paseka, who tries desperately to help his grandmother after
the death of his mother.
He moves from a village in Limpopo, where he grew up, to a shack
in Diepsloot and walks the streets of
Jo’burg looking for odd jobs.
One day, at the pick-up point,
Paseka is selected by a man named
Anthony, who is so impressed by his
hard work that he offers him a job
at his Black Stars Club. Now Paseka

earns enough money to be able to
move to a block of flats in Hillbrow,
where he meets Nicole.
Paseka loves his guitar. “My Darling” was left to him by his grandfather and he often strums along
to songs on the radio. As Nicole is a
good singer, they practise together.
Anthony gives them the opportunity to entertain at the club and, at
first, they are hardly noticed. It is
not long, though, before people start
taking notice and they become wellknown and firm favourites.
But then, one day, the police raid
the club and because of his dark
skin, Paseka is mistaken for an illegal immigrant and arrested. Despite
his protests, he is transported via
train and truck across the border to
Maputo, where he ends up in a holding cell with convicted prisoners. Rhyder, feared and respected throughout

Approved Literature
STORYscapes – short
stories for First Additional
Language learners
An anthology with notes and
activities and all 36 stories
chosen by the Department
of Education.
978 0 19 598649 5 | R79.95

Othello – drama for Home
Language learners
This South African edition of
Othello has an outstanding
range of contextual and essay
type questions together with
additional activities.
978 0 19 598729 4 | R59.95

0045_OUP_G12Lit_adv_06_08.indd 1

For further details on these titles
and other literature and resource
material, please see our
comprehensive Prescribed
Literature Catalogue for 2008-2009
POEMscapes – poetry for
Home Language as well as
First Additional Language
learners
All the poems selected by
the Education Department
for Grade 12, tips on studying
poetry, glossary help and
questions and answers.
978 0 19 598650 1 | R74.95

the prison, protects Paseka and he
becomes “Rhyder’s boy”.
Meanwhile, his grandmother and
Nicole start to investigate and in the
process they make some interesting
discoveries.
Paseka is then asked by Rhyder
to murder Trigo, the man he holds
responsible for his imprisonment. In
exchange, Rhyder promises to make
sure that Paseka regains his freedom.
But on the afternoon he has to commit
the murder, he is thrown a lifeline.
I enjoyed this book a lot. It describes
real-life situations in rural areas in
South Africa and gave me some insight
into what life is like in a village and the
traditions upheld in those communities. The description of life and hardship that many South Africans have
when they are separated from their
families is also quite detailed.

for Grade 12

And with the horrors of xenophobia exploding across South Africa,
the plight of illegal immigrants
becomes very real.
With a hint of romance, this book
tells of the struggles of a poor, kind,
good-hearted and music-loving boy
who battles to make a better life for
himself and his family.
Motimele makes the feelings of sadness, anger and fear seem genuine
and it kept me turning the pages.
The book was, with good reason,
a finalist in the 2007 Maskew Miller
Longman literature awards.
Aimed at grade 10 learners, it
includes notes, a glossary and activities for schoolchildren.
Daniel Opperman is a grade eight
learner at the Deutsche Internationale Schule in Johannesburg

NEW

The Great Gatsby – a novel
for Home Language learners
This new edition for South African
learners includes study notes, a
concise plot summary,
information on characters,
themes and symbols, answers
and questions.
978 0 19 598730 0 | R64.95

Pride and Prejudice – a novel
for Home Language learners
This new South African edition
has an outline of themes, analysis
of characters, glossary of literary
terms, exam-style questions and
answers and much more.
978 0 19 598719 5 | R74.95

To order, please contact
our customer services
department on:
021 596 2300 (phone)
021 596 1222 (fax)
or e-mail
orders.za@oup.com
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Change
creeps
slowly
Caroline Faulkner reviews the progress
— or lack of it — of schools featured on
reality education programme Top Class

T

hose who follow the
Learning Channel’s Top
Class programme might
agree that the series
would have done well to
remember the words of former British prime minister, Harold Wilson:
“A week is a long time in politics.”
But five weeks was a very short time
in the schools.
This reality show featured chief
executives from various sectors visiting 10 schools that faced daunting improvement challenges. After
spending a short while at the school,
they offered solutions and left. Five
weeks later the executives returned
and reassessed what had been
achieved.
But the rationale for judging initial development in five weeks was
not made clear. To execute all the
actions needed to “kick-start” development was always going to be “mission impossible”.
The principals, generally, were so
overwhelmed by the magnitude of
their problems that any entrepreneurial possibilities were limited.
This became obvious as we re-visited the schools.
We know that the TV format dictated what the viewer saw: the
edited footage from the visits. We
saw nothing of any work behind the
scenes by the chief executives or the

EDUTEL

schools and this might have given
a distorted picture of what actually
happened.
Although the viewer did not know
what exactly had been done in those
five weeks, we investigated whether
the programme’s purpose, “to make
a difference”, became a reality for
any of the schools.
We travelled again with the irrepressible presenter, Salamina Mphelo, who accompanied the chief
executives on two visits.
At Mafu School, Mpumalanga,
the principal, Mr Tshesane, was
enthusiastic about the tree planting
scheme: part of a greening project.
He also described what had been
done to deal with the problem of
keeping learners on the premises
— by locking the school gates — and
addressing the learners’ representative council’s complaints about this.
Tina Eboka, director of group
corporate affairs at Standard Bank,
observed that there was little happening after viewing the newly
planted trees (now almost destroyed
by goats) and speaking to teachers and learners. She described the
principal as obsessive about the
gate issue and the learners obsessed
with what they were prepared to eat
at school. Their comments on the
school centred only on not being
allowed home during the day to eat

If former British
prime minister
Harold Wilson
followed the
progress of some
of the schools
featured on Top
Class, five weeks
would seem like
an eternity

“… a week
is long time
in politics”.
But five
weeks
was a
very short
time in the
schools

what they wanted.
We learned little about the overall progress of the change plan but
much about Eboka’s frustration.
At Westridge School, Mitchell’s
Plain, Martin Feinstein, a bigwig in
the financial sector, delivered on his
promise to donate trophy cups for
the teacher awards. This was part of
the plan to motivate staff.
And the school? We saw evidence
of action in promising, early stages.
An embryonic sports field emerged
from an overgrown site, alumni
were contacted, the district office
was more supportive. Perhaps most
significant was the fees collection:
potential problems were identified
and ways of overcoming these discussed. Prospects looked good.
At the next three schools, the chief
executives did not pitch, for reasons
unspecified. Although apologies
were given, the principals’ disappointment was palpable.
Not having the “change agent”
there undermined the process and
did not send positive signals to
principals who were already familiar with empty promises. Could
an alternative date not have been
made?
At Khayelitsha School, Zola Yeye,

The next article will focus on the
remaining ‘Top Class’ schools’
action planning five weeks on
Caroline Faulkner lectures on educational leadership and management at the Wits School of Education
Top Class is screened every Wednesday on SABC1 at 11am. This is an
initiative of the Learning Channel
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former manager of the Springboks,
called to learn about progress. We
saw that the sports field was being
refurbished, sports coaches had
been found and sports teams set up.
A volunteer maths tutor visited (an
American student at the University
of Cape Town) and the staff were
more upbeat.
From these early observations it
seems that the urban schools were
making the most progress — perhaps because the support from both
district and community had been
more easily mobilised.
At Isephepelo School in KwaZulu-Natal, the principal, Mrs
Gumede, was clearly disappointed
by Cell C chief corporate officer
Zeona Motshabe’s absence and
lack of accessibility. She had recovered from her hijacking ordeal and
took on the challenge of securing
her school on the edge of the forest. With assistance from the ward
councillor, a security company had
been employed to patrol the roads
and perimeter fences. Mrs Gumede
said that she and the school felt
more secure especially because she
knew that someone cared.
She had called a school prayer
meeting with parents and the local
community, saying God would help
them.
At Lehlabele School on the Mpum al ang a/Li m popo bor der , M r
Masemola was still trying to get
the two provinces, where most of
his learners originate, to discuss a
resolution for the transport problems. But the district officials have
been uncooperative. Meanwhile,
he and the parents had re-negotiated an arrangement with a local
bus driver and this — legal implications not withstanding — provided a
temporary solution. So, with no district support, Mr Masemola had little scope for progress in this or any
other priority area.

thats not all!!
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Saving for
varsity
Anthony Katakuzinos sets out alternative
ways of financing university studies

T

ertiary education is
expensive. At present a
B Com degree at the University of KwaZulu-Natal
costs about R16 000 in
tuition fees plus R3 000 for books
and, if needed, R10 000 for residence
— a total of R29 000 — and this outlay is required each year for the duration of the degree.
If a parent started saving now for an
eight-year-old child, investing R146
a month and receiving a return rate
of 9,5%, when the student is ready to
enter university, the R29 0000 needed
would have been saved. But meanwhile university tuition fees would
have increased, probably significantly
so, and there are still the second and
third years of the degree to fund.
Indeed, education, food and transport have been the main culprits in
the mind-numbing inflation figures
we are seeing in South Africa — now
more than 10%.
The reality is also that not all students can rely on scholarships and

bursaries. This means that effective
saving over a long period of time by
parents and/or other family members is needed to fund the tertiary
education of a child, whether it be at
university or some other advancedlearning institution. For a child who
will attend university in 10 years, taking into account education inflation
which last year was running at 7,8%
and looking at investment returns
that could have been achieved over
the past decade, a minimum of R570
a month is required to be set aside if
the costs of a full degree and university residence fees are to met. And this
contribution needs to increase each
year in line with inflation trends. This
is a serious and daunting financial
commitment required from parents
and the broader family.
South Africans are traditionally
“bad” savers and we are setting new
records for low savings as our appetite for credit and consumer goods
grows. We are worse than neighbouring countries such as Mauritius and

Saving to put children through university is the best way to deal with
the cost. The alternative is getting a loan. Photograph: Oupa Nkosi
Botswana and have in fact now sunk
into negative territory where, as a
nation, we spend more than we earn.
A recent SA Reserve Bank bulletin
reports that the South African household saving rate is at the record low of
-0,2% of disposable income.
A personal commitment to saving is
required and the discipline needed to
stick to a savings plan is made easier
by signing up to a formal plan managed by an expert third party. The
best intentions can fall by the way as
discipline fades over time and, in any
case, experts are needed to maximise
returns that should be earned over
the saving time horizon. Conventional

returns on savings can disappoint and
investment products that maximise
savings returns should be preferred.
For matriculants going on to postschool studies, there are loans available from various lenders, usually the
mainstream banks and government
agencies. But after studies are completed these have to be paid off and,
although the interest rate charged is
usually less than the prime rate, this
is still burdensome to someone who
has just entered the job market after
graduating. Ideally, the greater the
amount that can be saved upfront in
anticipation of furthering education,
the less the burden for the student

after graduating.
The Fundisa scheme — launched
last year as a result of the combined
efforts of several parties, including the
unit trust industry, the department of
education and the National Student
Financial Aid Scheme — is but one
of several avenues available to those
wanting to save towards the education
of a child. This Fundisa product offering requires a minimum investment
contribution of R40 a month (there is
no maximum limit) into a unit trust
account, with investments being made
in low-risk high-yield asset classes,
such as cash, money market instruments and government bonds.
Consumers who sign up for and
stick with this Fundisa savings product are rewarded each year with a
bonus of 25% of the value of their contributions up to a maximum of R600
a year. When the nominated learner
is ready to attend an approved tertiary learning institution, the funds are
available to contribute towards tuition and other costs.
But we live in a less-than-perfect
world and most likely a combination of avenues — long-term savings
by parents, hopefully a bursary and
loan finance — will ultimately raise
enough to fund tertiary education.
But an early start to saving for education is undeniably the best way to go.
Anthony Katakuzinos is Stanlib’s
director for client service. For more
information on the Fundisa call its
contact centre on 0860 386 3472.
Brought to you by

Third accounting Olympiad coming up
the Teacher reporter
Sixty Free State schools offering
accounting to grades 11 and 12
will participate in the third Pastel
Thuthuka Accountancy Olympiad
during August this year — with the
overall winning learner getting a
bursary and the necessary support
and mentorship to study accountancy at university.
Softline Pastel sponsors the Olympiad, which is run by the Thuthuka
Education Upliftment Fund, the
transformation initiative of the
South African Institute of Chartered

Accountants (Saica).
Bridget du Toit, national sales
director for Softline Pastel, said the
Olympiad addresses the shortage of
qualified accountants generally and
the shortage of accountants from
previously disadvantaged communities in particular.
Of the 27 047 chartered accountants [CAs(SA)] registered with
Saica, 5 809 are based overseas. So
the total number of local CAs(SA)
is 21 238. Of the the 27 047 CAs(SA),
only 973 are Africans and 522 coloureds. There are 2 065 Indians and
the rest are whites.

“To be able to make a visible difference in as short a time as possible [in
the diversity of the accounting profession], the competition is restricted to a
few schools in one province [the Free
State] — an area that does not often
receive the benefit of corporate sponsorship,” said Du Toit.
Since its inception in 2006 the
project has reached a total of 860
learners from 60 schools. Another
900 learners will participate this year.
While entry is open to students
of all races, participation in the
Olympiad is by invitation only. The
schools are selected by the depart-

ment of education and the learners by their educators. Only the top
15 performers in mathematics and
accounting in each school are eligible for selection.
Welkom High School has had the
winning learner and been the winning school in both previous years
of the Olympiad. The competition’s
first winner was Ricardo Kwete,
who is now in his second year of a
BCom Accounting at the University
of Johannesburg. He aims to run his
own animation or electronic entertainment company.
Maggy Ledwaba won the Olym-

piad last year and is in her first year
of a BCom Accounting degree at the
University of Johannesburg.
The winning school gets four new
computers. The winning learner from
each of the five participating districts
receives a cash prize of R1 000. And
every participating school gets a free
copy of the Pastel Certified School
Program, which exposes learners to
computerised accounting, while enabling them to learn the principles of
accounting in a fun, interactive way.
For more information contact
Natalie Zimmelman on nataliez@
saica.co.za

Have you saved for her education?
Standard Bank Fundisa Fund is the savings account where you:
• put away money for your children’s tertiary/post schooling education
• can qualify for a Bonus of up to 25% of what you save each year
• only need R40 a month to open your account
For more information ask for a detailed brochure and application form at any branch of Standard Bank, call the STANLIB Fundisa contact
centre on 0860 FUNDISA (386 3472) or refer to www.stanlib.com

The Fundisa Fund is not a bank deposit, but a collective investment scheme (unit trust) which is generally a medium to long term investment. The value of your investment may go down as well as up during the period of investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
performance. Fundisa is traded at a price that is valued in terms of law, at the end of the day for that same day. Fundisa may borrow money and lend out some of its assets to earn more income. If any commission or incentives are paid, it will be included in the costs disclosed to you.
The Fundisa Fund must be administered in terms of law. You can get information on what the law says from the place where you make your investment. The Manager of your investment is STANLIB Collective Investments who is a member of the Association of Collective Investments.
If you are not satisfied with the manner in which your account is managed, you may contact the Association of Collective Investments on 011 325 6223 or send an email to info@aci.co.za for assistance.
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Challenges
rather than
obstacles

Cornia Pretorius questions education
MEC Dr Aaron Motsoaledi about OBE’s
successes and failures

D

r Aaron Motsoaledi
was the MEC of education in the Northern Province until
1997. This was at
a time when Curriculum 2005’s
(C2005)outcome-based approach
was piloted and the authorities were
planning its implementation.
He left the portfolio, but not the
provincial government and returned
as MEC of education to the renamed
Limpopo department of education
at the end of 2004.
This gave him a unique long-term
perspective over what was once the
education authorities’ flagship initiative to turn around South African
education.
The conditions on the ground
were not ideal when outcomebased education (OBE) was
piloted in 1997 and introduced
in 1998. There were severe
budgetary constraints. When you
think back what was going on
in the “mind” of the provincial
department of education on the
eve of the C2005 implementation? What challenges did you
face?
Considering that OBE needs a lot of
work and resources, Limpopo was
in a very bad situation. Remember
that we had just had to merge seven
departments of education into one.
[These were the various race-based
and homeland-based departments
of education that existed before
1994 in the area now known as Limpopo and which had to be merged
into one department.]
In 1997 the process of rationalisation and redeployment started. It
was a complex process and things
did not go well. Limpopo had the
lowest per capita expenditure per
child in the country. But our money
— 97% of our expenditure — was
locked in personnel.
The only way to equalise with
other provinces was to move teachers around [through the rationalisation and redeployment process], but
no one wanted to move.
So as far as resources went, Limpopo did not do well in the launch of

the curriculum. We also had a huge
personnel shortage such as curriculum advisers.
We have just started to address
that. Last year we appointed 200
curriculum advisers. These are the
people who have to advise educators, particularly in rural areas. As
a result of these circumstances, the
implementation of C2005 was quite
disastrous.
What do you tell a learner or parents who say to you: “The government used me or my child as
a guinea pig to test drive curriculum change”?
Curricula all over the world change
all the time. When you have change,
human beings are affected. But
I don’t know why people look at
change as a bad thing. It can be
good. I remember curriculum
changes in my time. I was in matric when the medium of instruction
changed from Afrikaans to English.
Actually this helped us. Similarly,
when I was in medical school there
were changes that benefited students. So parents should not always
feel change is negative. I would
really encourage them not to look at
it like that.

Dr Motsaoledi
talks to the
Minister of
Education Naledi
Pandor

What were the major obstacles in
making it work for South Africa?
It is a sophisticated curriculum,
which needs a lot of resources
because it encourages more practical work. But I would talk about
challenges rather than obstacles.
What has the education system
gained through outcome-based
education?
Learners are participating more
actively. It has shown shortcomings
among our teachers. Teachers can
no longer sit at their desks — they
have to be active and alive. They
have to be on their toes because
we are teaching learners to reason.
Teachers also have to write more
reports [to track learners’ progress].
This has been a good thing.
There have been major criticisms
on the impact OBE has had on
the literacy and numeracy levels
of children, particularly the misconceptions about what teachers
should and should not teach. Do
you think this is valid?
Yes, there are those misconcep-

Reading and writing
are very important.
The main purpose of
education is to teach
children to read and
write. Every child
must be given this
opportunity

tions. But they are not the fault of
the OBE policy. What happened in
Limpopo was that teachers thought
OBE meant teaching in English. So
in Limpopo many schools started to
teach in English even in grade one.
We addressed this by making it a
punishable offence not to teach in
the mother-tongue.

did not receive books, you can still
teach. But some teachers believe you
cannot teach if you don’t have books.
We also have to ask why are our kids
doing so badly in international studies compared with the rest of Africa
when we have more books here than
in most other countries on the continent.

But where did this misconception
come from?
In Limpopo it started like this:
parents whose children received
very poor Bantu education started
enrolling at former model C schools.
Before 1994 these schools were out
of bounds. Obviously because of the
nature of these schools — they were
better resourced — those children
improved very quickly. Those rural
folks saw that and thought that this
was because these children were
taught in English.
They saw English as the solution
and at the same time OBE came to
the fore. I have asked teachers about
this personally. Many of them said
we thought OBE meant teaching in
English. They thought it was modern and democratic. I have heard of
the parents of kids in grade R being
told by teachers they should speak
English to their children. This anecdotal evidence provides backdrop a
to the misconception.
There is no OBE policy document
that teachers should not teach reading and writing. Reading and writing are very important. The main
purpose of education is to teach
children to read and write. Every
child must be given this opportunity. If you ask teachers where the
misconceptions came from they are
not sure how it developed.

Teachers and the varying support
they receive remains a talking
point in curriculum circles. Are
teachers too dependent on training? Are provincial departments
too inadequate in the training
they provide? What is the real
issue?
I agree that there is too much
emphasis on the training of teachers. I think a school’s performance
depends more on leadership. You
will find two schools in one area.
One school will do well and the
other poorly and they would have
had the same training.
So there is an overemphasis on the
need for training. We always seem
to put obstacles in the way. On our
side we accept that teachers do not
always have the content knowledge
— in particular in maths and science.
This is why we reopened our maths
and science teacher training college,
Mastec. Teachers can go there to
improve their content knowledge.
But OBE does not change your content knowledge; it changes your
method [of teaching].

What role has the availability or
absence of textbooks played in
the success or failure of OBE?
Some experts believe that C2005
created the idea among teachers that they should not use
textbooks.
Before OBE we have always had
textbooks. But because of logistics,
budgets and the reluctance of principals to say [they needed books]
there have been problems getting
books to schools. But this mindset
suggesting that you won’t have 100%
if you don’t have textbooks is problematic. We have been saying if you

Looking back, do you think OBE
was the right thing to do?
Absolutely. There was no way we
could continue with Bantu education after 1994. What we are experiencing today in terms of skills
shortages are the effect of Bantu
education 50 years down the line.
Even though I grew up dur ing Bantu education, my teachers
weren’t taught under Bantu education. My own father was a teacher
and he had content knowledge.
Those are the kinds of teachers who
taught me. Our current educators
were born under Bantu education.
We must give them another opportunity and create a new generation
of South Africans.
Has OBE failed?
No, absolutely not. OBE has serious
challenges, but it has not failed.

